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Curriculum Mapping Subject for Art 

EYFS Squirrels A  

  

Record, Develop, Explore, Review ideas 

Join in with KS1 to: mark make with control and tone. 

Using tools and techniques in different sizes to experiment 

with texture, colour, layering and mixing media.  

Use a range of materials to print, make patterns and rub-

bings. Use materials to decorate, cut and shape 

Explore Primary colours and mix tones, sizes of work and brush, explore types of paint 

and add texture through: 

Explore artists: Andy Warhol,  Kurt Jackson, Yayoi Kusuma, Turner in self portraits, 

landscapes, printing and painting. 

Explore dots: Lego printing, Drawing and painting, Landscapes and portraits: self 

portraits and London Bridge painting, Shape: Block printing St Paul’s cathedral. 

 
Explore cave paintings, use pastels and make paints to create their own 

Create their own Egyptian hieroglyphs, death masks: Drawing and Painting. 

Angie Lewin River Bank Art: Lino Printing  

Explore the work of David Hockney to create landscape paintings: Drawing 

Create Roman Style pot using stencils for repeated patterns: Clay 

Collage Landscape scene: Mixed methods 

Create Finger puppets for Playscript: Textiles 

Create 3D papier mache planet: mixed methods, painting 

Study of Van Gogh sketching to painting  environment 

Cornish scene collage using Junk Mail Art Cornwall: Mixed meth-

ods 

Explore the Nash brothers war torn landscapes and figures of sol-

diers: Drawing and Painting 

Patterns in Greek Pottery: Clay and stencilling 

Create a tapestry for Anglo Saxon scene exploring Bayeux: Textiles 

Look at clothes / hairstyles of the past create Victorian family portrait. 

build on self portrait skills: Drawing and painting.  

Artists: Antony  Gormley: Creating clay animals. Andy Goldsworthy 

Rainforest patterns: Animals and Tribes: Printing and painting. Textiles: 

Apply beads, buttons, feathers, shapes, create cords and plaits. 

Creating insects: From natural materials, collage:  Mixed and textiles 

Squirrels B  Badgers A  

Owls B Owls A Badgers B 

KS2: Ideas: select and record, 

question and observe, explore 

roles and purposes, compare, 

adapt and annotate. 


